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North Coast Omega™ Max

Sheets sold individually, or in a case of 2 or 4.
Conformability, Moderate RTS, and 100% memory combine for a versatile, user-friendly
splinting material.
Resistance to Stretch
Omega™ Max has moderate to maximum resistance to stretch, allowing the splinter to fabricate any size splint without the
material stretching on its own during the molding process.
Drape
Moderate to maximum drape without stretching out of shape. Create a close, conforming fit with only moderate to light
handling.
Provides excellent reproduction of detail as needed when splinting around small body areas. This characteristic is beneficial when
splinting children or making dynamic hand splints.
Memory/Recovery
With 100% memory, splints made from Omega™ Max can be remolded as frequently as needed for serial splinting or to achieve
optimal positioning.
Omega™ Max always recovers its original shape and size so there is no need to use a new piece of material when changing position
or remolding the splint to accommodate changes in edema.
Rigidity
Finished splints have moderate to maximum rigidity. No reinforcements are needed. Splints hold their shape, even against
strong hyper tonicity. Large lower extremity or body splints do not require reinforcement.
Bonding
Unique powder coating gives Omega™Max a tacky surface that holds the material in place, letting the splinter achieve contours
and positioning without the material pulling or falling away. A wet bond will hold firmly but can be pulled apart when cool. Apply
minimal solvent and dry heat to two surfaces to form a strong, permanent bond.
Surface Finish
Finished splints have a smooth surface. The unique surface and memory work together to make fingerprints and other surface
marks disappear while the material is warm. Heat, cut edges and rub for a smooth finish. When cut while warm, Omega™ Max
forms smooth, sealed edges that require little or no finishing.
Applications
The unique working characteristics of Omega™Max make it ideal for even the novice splinter to fabricate a broad variety of
splints. Moderate to aggressive handling is tolerated. Splinting sensitive tissue or contracted spastic joints is possible using Omega™
Max. Use 1/8" Omega™Max for hand or wrist splints, back supports, anti-spasticity splints, lower extremity positioning splints,
serial static splints and bases for dynamic splints. Use 3/32" Omega™ Max for lightweight hand or wrist splints, especially when an
intimate fit is necessary and less rigidity is still required. Because of its superior rigidity, 3/32" Omega™ Max can be used for
dynamic splint bases. Pediatric splints made from the 3/32" thickness have excellent conformability and will hold against strong
hyper tonicity.
Working Time (1/8")
• Allows approximately three minutes of molding time to set up. Ideal for positioning splints quickly for spasticity conditions.
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North Coast NCM Clinic®

Sheets sold individually or in cases of 2 or 4.
Easily stretches and molds around contours for the most intimate fit.
NCM Clinic® offers minimum resistance to stretch when gently pulled, but will not stretch or thin uncontrollably during the
molding process. Handle on a horizontal plane and form the splint in a gravity-assisted position.
Provides moderate drape and excellent reproduction of detail with gentle handling. With its draping ability, NCM Clinic® offers
superior conformability without stretching.
Displays minimum recovery when stretched. Splints will hold their shape when mildly reheated so adjustments to
accommodate edema or positioning can be done quickly and easily.
With maximum rigidity, splints will hold their shape against the pull of strong dynamic components and against hyper tonicity.
The traditional coating gives NCM Clinic® a light tack that holds the material in place, allowing the splinter to achieve contours
and positioning without the material pulling or falling away. Use over bandages with minimal adherence. A wet bond will hold but can
be pulled apart once cooled, if necessary. Dry heating two surfaces will form a strong bond. For a permanent bond, use solvent or
scrape off the coating using a sharp instrument, dry heat the surface and press together firmly.
Resists fingerprints when handled lightly. Lightly heat and rub to remove marks. Self-sealing edges will hold the seal even when
reheated. Makes a very professionally finished splint.
Ideal for all upper extremity splints, bases for dynamic splints and positioning splints where an intimate fit is required. Makes great
immobilization splints, especially for the hand, wrist and fingers. Handle using light, smoothing strokes. Allow gravity to do the work.
Once positioned, splints remain in place, needing only minimal contact to form. Ideal for sensitive joint or skin conditions or postsurgery.
Working time (1/8"): allows three to five minutes of molding time to fully set up.
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North Coast Neoloop™ Material

Ideal for fabricating stiffer custom positioning splints, devices or padded handles.
Less stretchy than Comfortprene™, Neoloop™ Material has plush Velcro® pile on one side and nylon
lining on the other. Use hook strap to secure Neoloop™ around a body part, device or handle.
Available in strip, half sheet and full sheets. Hand wash and air dry.
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North Coast SplintCushion™

Our most popular closed-cell padding!
Closed-cell splint padding is soft and self-adhesive. Use to pad and line splints or to adapt ADL items.
Stretch material can be applied to thermoplastics, heated in water and molded to form custom,
padded splints. Clean with a damp sponge and air dry. Sheets measure 18" x 24" (46 x 61cm) and are
available in 1/8" or 1/4" thicknesses. Stretch.
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OFFER A: BEIGE
OFFER B: BROWN
Galaxy / North Coast

Pressure Garment Material, Elasticized.
Width 150cm; Weight 245g/m2
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